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5in1 Darkflash DR12 Pro ARGB Illuminated Fan Set
How to easily provide your PC with effective cooling and unique style? Just use the 120mm DR12 Pro fans! The configurable, colourful
ARGB backlighting will  make your hardware look truly fantastic.  Easy to install  and compatible with Asus Aura Sync -  they are sure to
meet the expectations of even the most demanding users. The set includes 5 fans, as well as a practical remote control for convenient
remote control of your devices.
 
Efficient cooling - quiet operation
The 120 mm fans fit perfectly into most computers. You won't have to worry about irritation or noise. And you don't have to worry about
annoying noise. Despite a speed of up to 1200 rpm, the fans are extremely quiet - their noise level does not exceed 16 dB. This is made
possible by rubber pads and specially designed hydraulic bearings. Darkflash ensures optimum cooling and unparalleled user comfort.
 
Gaming character
ARGB backlighting will give your PC an original gaming character. The dual ARGB rings guarantee an amazing effect and can perfectly
complement your hardware. Moreover, the carefully thought-out design of the fans ensures that the light they generate impresses with
its brightness and vivid colours.
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Remote control - play with colours
The included wireless remote control allows you to control the fans remotely. Among other things, you can use it to switch the devices on
and off, adjust the colours, and choose from available lighting modes such as Star night, Rainbow, Lightning and Breathing. Discover new
possibilities, enjoy amazing lighting effects and make your computer an eye-catcher!
 
Set includes:
5 fans
Remote control
Control box
mounting screws
Manufacturer	
Darkflash
Model	
Dr 12 PRO
Color	
Black
Size	
120x120 mm
Connector	
6 Pin
Rotational speed	
1300 RPM
Maximum noise level	
16 dBA
Airflow	
38 CFM
Power supply voltage	
12 V
Current
0,12 A
Lifetime	
60000 h
Bearing type	
Hydraulic Bearing
Illumination	
AARGB
Anti-vibration pads	
YES
Number of fans included	
5
Dimensions	
120x120x25 mm
Weight	
160 g

Price:

€ 50.00
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